Student Application for Class Project
Not for Publication or Future Use

(Provide all requested information.)

Date:

Student’s Name:

Student’s ID:

Degree Program:

Course/ Independent Study No. and Title [if applicable]:

Instructor’s Name:

______________________________________________________________

Project Title:

1. Project Description (purpose, research design, and general overview of study):

2. Research Procedures (itemize what participants will be doing):

3. Materials (describe all instruments and media that will be used in the study):

4. Interview, Survey, or Questionnaire Questions:

5. Confidentiality of data/ privacy of participants (describe steps to protect participants’ identities; e.g., use of aggregate data, pseudonyms, procedures for removing all traceable identifiers from data, etc.):

6. Attach Consent Form (The Class Research Project Consent Form may be used for studies in which the data/ results will not be used in a dissertation, thesis, or final document; the Comprehensive Informed Consent Form must be used for pilot studies and other projects in which data/ results will be used in the dissertation, theses, or final document.)
7. Certifications (initial all applicable statements to indicate compliance): (Required)

   My study will involve only minimal risk. _____

   My study is NOT part of a culminating study, thesis, or doctoral dissertation. _____

   I do NOT intend to publish the results of this project. _____

   I will obtain informed consent from all participants. _____

   I will obtain authorization from all study site authorities involved in this project. _____

Student’s Signature _________________________________ Date ________________

Instructor’s Signature ________________________________ Date ________________

PsyD Faculty PI Signature ____________________________ Date ________________

Note: Applications that do not include the student’s typed or e-signed initials, signature, and date will be returned for correction. Instructors and faculty PIs should type their signatures after reviewing the application and consent form.

- **Anonymity** refers to the situation in which the dataset and/or research materials contain no personal identifiers through which anyone, including the investigator, could connect individual responses with a specific participant.

- **Privacy** refers to control over content, timing, and circumstances of sharing oneself (physically, behaviorally, or intellectually) with others.

- **Confidentiality** refers to the treatment of information or data that an individual disclosed in a relationship of trust with the expectation that it will not be divulged to others in ways that are inconsistent with the understanding of the original disclosure.